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WCM Waste & Compliance Management, Inc.
‘Making Compliance Convenient, Easy & Inexpensive’

A portion of your purchase is donated to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation®,

allowing us to grant a NEW Wish each year.

®.COM
To order,  please contact your friendly Benco Rep or call 
Customer Service at 1-800-GO BENCO; ext 2005

Dr. Hermansen
was before switching to

Isolyser®/SMS®

Before we switched to Isolyser/SMS sharps disposal products, we were using a traditional sharps disposal company that 
increased its prices every year. After feeling that we were not getting our money's worth, we felt that we needed to investigate 

better options. We determined that we were paying 10 times more for traditional sharps disposal than we 
would pay using Isolyser/SMS. The conversion was delayed because our sharps disposal company said we had a contract, so we had 

to wait a few months. I suggest that every office check to see if they have a "term" contract, and, if they do, I suggest they change the term 
to "month to month."

As we see our office overhead rise almost monthly, it is refreshing to realize that we've been able to save a significant amount on this new mode of 

sharps management. Handling the Isolyser/SMS sharps containers is an easier process, too. There are no more 
interruptions by the sharps collection person and no more confusing invoices with hidden charges. We also learned 

that using lsolyser/SMS creates a smaller carbon footprint because each IsoIyser container is driven 100 fewer 
miles before disposal. It's a smarter way of managing sharps disposal. When the IsoIyser/SMS is full, we activate it, drop it in the regular 

trash and order a new one from our supply company. It couldn't be easier. I highly recommend the IsoIyser/SMS.

 
Sincerely, 
Donald R. Hermansen, D.D.S.

Are you paying 
10 times more 
for sharps disposal 

than the Doctor down the hall? 

FREE Cost Comparison
just send us an email and we’ll do the rest.

compare@wastewise.com 



WCM Waste & Compliance Management, Inc.
‘Making Compliance Convenient, Easy & Inexpensive’

www.wastewise.com • 866-436-9264
service@wastewise.com

1  Compared to Traditional Regulated Waste Disposal.   2  http://www.epa.gov/hg/dentalamalgam.html    3  Hazardous Waste Treatment Permit required in 
California ONLY.    It is the generator’s/user’s responsibility to follow Federal, State and Local regulations for treatment and disposal of waste. 
Aldex®, Amalgon®, Chemgon®, Foilgon®, Isolyser®, SMS®, and WasteWise® are registered trademarks of WCM, Inc.

®.COM

Isolyser® SMS® or SMS®m is approved for use in all 50 states. 
SMS is for regular trash disposal; SMSm is for mail-back. 

SMS2400 3 Liters 1966-901 Each $56.91
SMSm2400 Twin Pack 3 Liters (x 2) 3810-299 Pair $118.91

SMS4000/SMSm4000 5.8 Liters 2140-738 / 3810-306 Each $85.44
SMS10000/SMSm10000 10 Liters 2275-610 / 3810-315 Each $125.36

Locking wall mounts for SMS(m)2400 & SMS4000                         3759-775 / 3759-766 Each $45.83

Isolyser®/SMS®m - For disposal of Red Bag Medical Waste and full sharps containers. 
Includes primary container, prepaid return postage, treatment and disposal.

SMSm 5.3G 5.3 Gallon  4114-610 Each $154.35

SMSm 18G 18 Gallon  4411-674 Each $305.91

AMALGON® - Compliant recycling of chair-side traps, vacuum filters, screens, capsules, amalgam-contaminated 
teeth, and scrap amalgam.  Includes storage container, packaging, prepaid UPS shipping label and recycling. 
Amalgon 1 1 Gallon 3685-952 Each $161.66

Amalgon 5 5 Gallon 4078-866 Each $417.07

`

CHEMGON® - Renders used x-ray processing liquids non-hazardous.

Permitted for use in all 50 states.3

Chemgon 2.5 2.5 Gallon          2308-790 Each $60.49

Chemgon 5 5 Gallon          3512-656 Each $80.50

FOILGON® - Lead foil recycling product. Includes storage container, prepaid UPS shipping label and recycling.

Foilgon® 7lb. Capacity  3724-810 Each $58.49

ALDEX® - Safely converts Aldehydes into a non-toxic, non-hazardous waste, safe for disposal.

AMS GL1 Liquid  4035-983 Case $184.26
Treats 1 Gallon each (x 12)

AMS 1010 Crystal  3685-961 Each $66.99
Treats 2.5 Gallons
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Wall Mounts

Do you have Sharps Waste?

Do you have Red Bag Medical Waste?

Do you REMOVE Amalgam?

Do you use Traditional X-Ray Processing?

Do you use Cold-Sterile or Glutaraldehyde?
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most popular size

most popular size

most popular size

most popular size

most popular size

Chair-side
Traps Vacuum

Filters Screens Capsules Teeth

According to the EPA, dental offices were found to have been the source of 50% of all mercury pollution entering public wastewater treatment facilities.2

It is unlawful to rinse the following amalgam-contaminated items in the sink or to throw them in the trash:

Regular Trash
Smallest Carbon Footprint 1

US Postal Service
Smaller Carbon Footprint 1

UPS
Smaller Carbon Footprint 1

Drain Disposal
Smallest Carbon Footprint 1

For help ordering, contact us 
or your Friendly Benco Rep. 

Dr. Ira Salkin, the world's leading medical waste treatment expert, states the "results of the comprehensive efficacy test series clearly demonstrated 
that the Isolyser/SMS Sharps Management System prevented the growth of potential pathogens such that the medical waste, i.e. sharps, no longer posed 
a danger to human health and the environment, per STAATT guidance, making Isolyser/SMS safe for regular trash disposal as allowed by state regulations."

If so, order Aldex®:

If so, order Chemgon® & Foilgon®:

If so, order Amalgon®:

If so, order Isolyser®/SMS®m:

If so, order Isolyser® SMS® or SMS®m:


